Features of prospectively overlooked computer-aided detection marks on prior screening digital mammograms in women with breast cancer.
The purpose of this article is to describe the features of prospectively overlooked computer-aided detection (CAD) marks on prior screening digital mammograms for women with breast cancer. A CAD system embedded in a digital mammography system was prospectively applied to 50,100 screening mammograms between December 2003 and December 2006. Each mammogram was originally interpreted by one of five radiologists using the CAD information. Seventy-five mammogram pairs of prior negative screening mammograms and subsequent mammograms of developed cancers were collected. Visible findings and their actionability were determined by three blinded radiologists. All CAD marks, both true-positive and false-positive, and the number of marked views for the visible findings on prior mammograms were analyzed. Of the 75 areas where cancer later developed, 61% (46/75) of mammograms had visible findings (21 masses, 17 microcalcifications, and eight masses with microcalcifications). Of these visible findings, 46% (21/46) were determined to be actionable, and 54% (25/46) were underthreshold. The CAD system had correctly depicted 74% (34/46) of the visible findings-52% (11/21) of masses, 94% (16/17) of microcalcifications, and 88% (7/8) of masses with microcalcifications. Actionable findings showed higher CAD sensitivity than did underthreshold findings (90% [19/21] vs 60% [15/25]; p = 0.04) and were more often marked on both views (58% [11/19] vs 27% [4/15]; p = 0.09). The average number of false-positive marks per case was 1.61. On prior screening digital mammograms, the CAD system had correctly marked 74% (34/46) of visible findings and 90% (19/21) of actionable findings. The actionable findings showed significantly higher CAD sensitivity and were marked on both mammographic views more often than the underthreshold findings were.